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Abstract
The focusing properties of azimuthally polarized hyperbolic-cosine-Gaussian (ChG) beam are investigated
theoretically by vector diffraction theory. Results show that the intensity distribution in focal region of azimuthally polarized ChG beam can be altered considerably by decentered parameters, and some novel focal
patterns may occur for certain case. On increasing decentered parameters, ring shape of focal pattern can
evolve into four-peak focal pattern, and azimuthal field component affects focal pattern more significantly
than radial field component. Optical gradient force is also calculated to show that the focusing properties
may be used in optical tweezers technique.
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1. Introduction
Laser beams with cylindrical symmetry in polarization
have attracted many researchers recently for their interesting properties and applications. And these beams are
called cylindrical vector beams and can be generated by
active or passive methods [1–4]. Due to the polarization
symmetry, the electric field at the focus has unique polarization properties. K. S. Youngworth and T. G. Brown
calculated cylindrical-vector fields [2], which shows that,
in the particular case of a tightly focused radially polarized beam, the polarization shows large inhomogeneities
in the focal region, while the azimuthally polarized beam
has purely transverse field in focal region. Focus shaping
technique is also reported by using generalized cylindrical
vector beams [3], in which a generalized cylindrical vector beam can be decomposed into radially polarized and
azimuthally polarized components. And a generalized
cylindrical beam can be generated from a radially polarized or an azimuthally polarized light using a two-halfwave-plate polarization rotator.
On the other hand, although Gaussian beam is familiar to researchers, it is only one kind of solution of the
Helmholtz equation. The more general solution is Hermite-Sinusoidal-Gaussian beams, which was introduced
by Casperson and coworkers [5,6]. Hyperbolic-cosineGaussian beams are regarded as the special case of
Hermite-sinusoidal-Gaussian beams, and are of practical interest because their profiles can be altered by
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choosing suitable beam parameters in cosh parts [7].
Propagation and focusing properties of hyperbolic-cosineGaussian beams have become the object of some works
[8–12]. To investigate focusing properties of this kind
of light beam with azimuthally polarized distribution is
very interesting, which may deepen understanding of its
properties and expand application. In this paper, the
focusing properties of the azimuthally polarized hyperbolic-cosine-Gaussian (ChG) beam are investigated
theoretically by vector diffraction theory. In Section 2,
the principle of the focusing system is given. And results and discussions are shown in Section 3. Conclusions are summarized in Section 4.

2. Principle of the Focusing Azimuthally
Polarized ChG Beam
In the focusing system we investigated, focusing beam is
azimuthally polarized ChG beam whose value of transverse optical field is same as that of the scalar ChG beam,
and its polarization distribution turns on azimuthally
symmetric. Therefore, in the cylindrical coordinate sys
tem r ,  ,0 the field distribution E r ,  ,0 of the azimuthally polarized ChG beam is written as [1–3],
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is the

waist width of the beam. And B is a constant.  x and
 y indicate decentered parameters of ChG beam. According to vector diffraction theory, the electric field in
focal region of azimuthally polarized ChG beam is [13],




E  ,  , z   E  e   E e
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where e  and e are the unit vectors in the radial and

azimuthal directions, respectively. To indicate the position in image space, cylindrical coordinates  ,  , z 
with origin   z  0 located at the paraxial focus are
employed. Eρ and EΦ are the amplitudes of two orthogonal components and can be expressed as:
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where θ and φ denote the tangential angle with respect to
the z axis and the azimuthal angle with respect to the x
axis, respectively. k is wave number. α=arcsin(NA) is
convergence angle corresponding to the radius of incident optical aperture. In order to make focusing properties clear and simplify calculation process, after simple
derivation, Equation 2 can be rewritten as [11]:
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where w   0 r0 is called relative waist width. Parameters βx=rpΩx and βy=rpΩy in this paper are called
decentered parameters of azimuthally polarized ChG
beam. Substitute the Equation 6 into Equations 4 and 5,
we can obtain:
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tion and can be written in the form [7–9],

x2  y2
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The optical intensity in focal region is proportional to the
modulus square of Equation 3. Based on the above equations, focusing properties of azimuthally polarized ChG
beam can be investigated in detail.

3. Results and Discussions
Without loss of validity and generality, it was supposed
that NA=0.95 and w=1. Firstly, the intensity distributions
in focal region of azimuthally polarized ChG beam under
condition of different decentered parameters are calculated and illustrated in Figure 1. It should be noted that
β=βx=βy, and the distance unit in all figures in this paper
is k-1, where k is the wave number of incident beam. The
azimuthal angle ranges from -π to π in azimuthal coordinate. It can be seen from Figure 1 that the intensity distribution turns on one ring shape in focal plane for small
decentered parameter β, which is similar to that for Gaussian beam. On increasing β, the focal pattern changes very
remarkably, from one ring focal pattern to four-peak focal pattern, and these four intensity peaks overlap very
considerably, as shown in Figure 1(b). Increase decentered parameter β continuously, there appear several
weak overlapping intensity peaks outside of the center
four-peak overlapping focal pattern, in addition, multiple
dark focal spots occur between inner four-peak focal
pattern and outer multiple overlapping intensity pattern.
And dark focal spots get more obvious on increasing β,
such as in Figure 1(f). From above focal pattern evolution, we can see that intensity distribution in focal region
of azimuthally polarized ChG beam can be altered considerably by decentered parameters, and some novel focal patterns may occur.
In order to understand the focusing properties deeply,
the different optical field components in focal region are
also investigated. And one calculation example is given
here. Figure 2 illustrates the radial field component for
β=2 and β=17, and the corresponding azimuthal field
component is given in Figure 3.
The radial field component distribution turns multiple
optical intensity peaks outside of optical axis, and changes
slightly under condition of different β. While, azimuthal
field component distribution changes very considerably on
increasing β, evolving from one focal ring pattern to multiple overlapping optical intensity peaks in focal plane.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 1. Intensity distributions in focal region for (a) β=2, (b) β=5, (c) β=8, (d) β=11, (e) β=14, and (f) β=17, respectively.

By comparing Figures 2 and 3 with Figure 1, it can be
seen that azimuthal field component distribution is very
similar to total focal pattern. Therefore, azimuthal field
component affects focal pattern more significantly than
radial field component, namely, azimuthal field component decides optical intensity distribution in focal region
of the azimuthally polarized ChG beam.
Now, the possible application of focusing of azimuthally polarized ChG beam is discussed. Optical tweezers
have been increasingly valuable tool for research and
accelerated many major advances in numerous areas of
science [14–17]. In optical tweezers system, it is usually
deemed that the forces exerted on the particles in light
field include two kinds of forces, one is the gradient
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

force, which is proportional to the intensity gradient; the
other is the scattering force, which is proportional to the
optical intensity [16]. So, the tunable focal pattern predicts that the optical trap may be controllable. The gradient force trap is necessary condition for constructing
the optical trap and can be expressed as [16]

Fgrad 

nb2 r 3
2

2
 m2 1  
 E  ,  , z 
  2
m  2

(9)

where r is the radius of trapped particles, nb is the refraction index of the surrounding medium, and m , the relative index of refraction, equals to the ratio of the refraction index of the particle np to the refraction index of the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Radial field component for (a) β=2 and (b) β=17, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Azimuthal field component for (a) β=2 and (b) β=17, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Optical gradient force for (a) β=2 and (b) β=5, respectively. The arrows indicate the direction of optical gradient
force in focal region.

surrounding medium nb. Gradient force Fgrad points in the
direction of the gradient of the light intensity for np>nb.
The optical gradient force can be computed numerically
by substituting Equation 3 into Equation 9. Figure 4 illustrates the optical gradient force for β=2 and β=5. The arrows indicate the direction of optical gradient force in focal region. There is one ring optical trap for β=2, and multiple optical traps under condition of β=5. Decentered parameters can change focal pattern very remarkable. Therefore, the focusing properties of azimuthally polarized ChG
beam can be constructed to tunable optical traps.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

4. Conclusions
The focusing properties of azimuthally polarized ChG
beam are investigated theoretically by vector diffraction
theory. Simulations results show that the intensity distribution in focal region of azimuthally polarized ChG
beam can be altered considerably by decentered parameters and some novel focal patterns may occur. For instance, ring focal pattern, four-peak focal pattern, and
dark focal spot. On increasing decentered parameters,
ring shape of focal pattern can evolve into four-peak foENGINEERING
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cal pattern, which may be used to construct tunable optical tweezers. In addition, azimuthal field component affects focal pattern more significantly than radial field
component.
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